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Subject: Agency Heads

Body:

Congratulations! Each of you is responsible for one or more agencies. I would like to collect your best 

reasonable estimate of the number of assassination records from your agencies that are awaiting Board 

Review. By this I mean to include only records that have already been identified as "assassination records" and 

are being processed either by the agency or are here in our offices awaiting action. (I am not asking for 

estimates on "requests for additional information and records" that we have made to the agencies nor am I 

asking for estimates on the numbers of assassination records that ultimately may be found at agencies.) With 

the exception of CIA proper and FBI proper, would you please provide your best estimate of the following as 

well as your candid assessment of the quality of your estimate (e.g., "accurate," "reasonably confident 

estimate," "just a guess"):1. Number of assassination records from your agency at ARRB awaiting ARRB staff 

review _____. Quality of the estimate _______________.2. Number of records that have been identified as 

"assassination records" that are not yet at ARRB but that are being processed by the agency before being 

forwarded to ARRB ______.Quality of the estimate _______________.3. Any additional information that you 

have that will clarify or explain your answers to the questions above.Please do your best to get this 

information to me by Wednesday morning (October 8) and be sure to route your responses through Michelle 

as appropriate.
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